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This invention relates to new and novel apparatus for 
automatically shaping a bag top of a ?lled bag and pro 
viding a sewed closure after the bag top has been shaped. 
More particularly, this invention relates to apparatus for 
automatically'conveying a ?lled bag from a ?lling ma 
chine, forming and positioning a bag top for sewing, and 
passing the formed bag top through a sewing machine, 
all without the aid of an operator. ' I 
To increase production in providing sewed bag top 

closures with the minimum of manual operations in shap 
ing and positioning a bag top of a ?lled bag, particularly 
when the bag top is to be provided with a sewed tape clos 
ure, the art has been faced with the problem of providing 

. mechanism that would automatically form a gusseted bag 
top, and properly align the bag top in a level condition 
to have the sewed tape closure provided thereon. Fur 
ther, with apparatus of the prior art it has not been pos 
sible to properly form and align a bag top for sewing 
operations as the bag is moved along the conveyer at the 
required speed for high speed operations. In order to 
overcome problems of the aforementioned nature, this 
invention has been made. ' 

In is an object of this invention ‘to provide apparatus 
for automatically shaping a bag top preparatory to form 
ing a bag top closure and then sewing the bag top as the 
bag is being continuously advanced on a conveyer. 
further object of this invention is to provide new. and 

‘novel apparatus which is readily useable with various 
types of ?lling equipment for automatically shaping a 
bag top and providing the bag with the bag top‘ closure. 
It is a still further object ‘of this invention to provide new 
and novel apparatus for receiving a ?lled bag from the 
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elevation and level condition and vthence retain the bag 
top in the leveled condition as the bag is being continu 
ously advanced relative to said assembly. A still further 
object of this invention is to provide a bagtop leveler 
and holding assembly for automatically leveling the bag 
top to't'he proper elevation to have a sewed tape closure 
provided thereon as the bag is being advanced by suit 
able supporting mechanism. _ ' 

Still another object of, this invention is to provide in 
bag top forming and sewing apparatus having a conveyor 
for supportedly moving a bag, a new ‘and novel bag top 
forming assembly that is operable for forming a gusseted 
bag top‘ on one bag and a new and novel second assembly 
that'at the same time automatically levels the bag top 
of a second bag and retains it in a leveled condition so 
as to be properlypositioned for sewing operation inde 
pendent of the operation of the gusset forming assembly. 

Still another object of this invention is‘ to provide appa 
ratus for automatically carrying out the aforementioned 
objectives at high speeds. Another object of this'inven 
tion is to provide a mechanisrnfor automatically shaping 
bag‘top for forming a bag top closure on ?at tube bags. 

Other and further objects are those inherent in the 
invention herein illustrated, described and claimed and 
will be apparent as the description proceeds. 
To the accomplishment of the foregoing and related 

ends, this invention then comprises features herein after 
fully described and particularly pointed out in the claims, 
the description setting forth in detail certain illustrative 
embodiments» of various'ways in which the principles of 
this invention may be employed. 
- i The invention is illustrated by reference to the draw 
ings in which the same numerals refer to corresponding 
parts and in ‘which: ' ' 

FIGURE 1 is a front side elevational View of ‘the appa 
ratusj of this invention shown in conjunction with bag 

’ scaling and ?lling apparatus; ‘ 

40 

FIGURE 2 is a’plan view 
invention; ' . , 1. ~ . 

"FIGURE 3 is a fragmentary vertical ‘cross sectional 

of v the‘ apparatus ‘ of ‘this 

> view taken valong 'the line and in ‘the direction of the 
scale type ?lling; apparatus and moving the ?lled bag . v 
through-a bag top forming operation and thence -advanc-. ‘ 
ing the formed bag top through a bag top sewing opera; 
tion without the aid of an operator. Still another object 
of this invention is to provide new and novel: apparatus - 
for forming a bag top and‘ providing a bag topclosure 
that may be tape. over sewing,'gtape.under sewing, or 

Still another object of this invention is to provide in‘ 
bag top forming and sewing apparatus, anew and novel 
.V-shaped- c'onveyer assembly which maybe-adjusted for " 
maintaining the ,tops'of various runs of diiferent height 
bags at a given height, and properly positioning the'bag" 
topfor a forming and sewing operation.‘ ' ‘ ‘ 
‘A still further-object of this invention is to provide in 

automatic bag top forming and sewing apparatus, anew 
and novel assembly for automatically forming gussets 
in a ?lled bag and closing the bag topas the bag is being 
continuously advanced in a given direction. Still another 
object of this invention is to provide in; automatic bag‘ top 
forming and sewing apparatus, a new and novel gusset 
forming assembly that will ?rst shape a bag top to have‘ 
a rectangular plancon?guration and thence vclosev the‘bag 
top in a manner to form gussets thereon. ‘ Still another 
object of this invention is to provide in the aforementioned 
type apparatus agusset forming assembly that will at 
leastlin partmove an individual bag to a more nearly verti 
cal condition as the gussets are being formed. ‘ ‘ ' ' 

Still another object of this invention is to provide a: 
new and novel bag top leveling and holding assembly for 

55 

, generally taken along the line andin the direction of .the i 

80 
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forcing the upper edges of the bag top'to a predetermined 1‘ 

arrows 3——3 of FIGURE 17 to more clearly illustrate the 
adjustable; mounting feature of the side beltsub-assem 

. bliss and the mounting of the photo relay light'emitting 
and receiving members; . 
"FIGURE 4 is a fragmentary, somewhat’. perspective 
view of the. gusset forming assembly and swinging’ guide: 
assembly; said view showing the gusset‘formers in‘a 
datum positionj] - ' 

FIGURE 5 is av fragmentary, somewhat perspective 
‘ _ view of the structure of FIGURE v4 in a‘ position justprior 
‘ to the time-that the gusset formers are ‘removed from, 
the shaped bag top, and also illustrating the bag top creas- ‘ 
ing assembly. ' I i . . _ . _ . 

FIGURE6 is a fragmentary view, part‘ in cross section, 

arrow 6~6 of’ FIGURE'Z to‘ more clearly, illustrate the 
structure for operating the gusset formers between the. 
datum position and the position in which the gussets have 
been formed, said view showing the gusset formers in the 
position in which the gussets have been formed, and the . 
gusset former assembly intermediate its uppermost and' 
lowermost‘elevated positions; -‘ ' ' 

FIGURE 7 is a'vertical back 
anism of FIGURE'é, said view being taken‘along the line 
and inthe direction of the arrows 7-.—7 of FIGURE 6‘- I 

> and showing part of the elements‘ of FIGURE 6 in cross. 
section. Portions of gusset former operating structure on 
the back side ofthe gusset former assembly are not il-vi 
lustrat e d ; I 

FIGURE 8 is a plan view ofithe rear end portion of the. > 
‘ mechanism illustrated in FIGURE 7, said view being gen 

end view of the mech- ' 



‘ formers'atian elevation 

viewillpstrating the relative positions of theigusset formers ' 

» in FIGURE 1.‘ 
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erally taken along the line and in the direction of the 
arrows 8——8 of FIGURE 7 to illustrate the structure for‘ 
moving the inside gusset formers between a transverse 
spread apart position, and a position closely adjacent one 
‘another and .the, mechanism, for’ adjustably longitudinally ' 
pos'itioninglone set of gusset formers relative to the other 
set; i I _ 

FIGURE ‘9, is a verticalside view taken along the line 
and lookingin the direction of the arrows 9+9 of FIG 
URES to more ‘clearly show the mounting of one‘ set of 
gusset formers and the structure for transversely spreading _‘ 
the inside formers; . 

‘ FIGURE‘ 10'is a transverse cross sectional view taken 
along the/line and looking in the direction of the arrows 
lit-‘71,0, of FIGURE 11 to illustrate the swinging guide 
assembly; , V I 

FIGURE 11 is a “fragmentary longitudinalcross sec 
tional viewggenerally taken along the line and looking in 
the, direction of the arrows 11+11 "of FIGUREplO'to 
illustrate the structures formoving the swinging guide 
assembly between a transverse spread apart condition and 
a‘ positipn closely adjacent one another, and to show some 
ptthestructure for operating the gusset former cams; 
FIGURE 12 is‘ ahorizontalview of the bag top creas 

i-ng assembly, said view being generally taken along the 
line and in {a ‘direction of the arrows l2‘—l2 of FIGURE 
5 landgshowing portions of ‘the intermeshing vdrive sprockets 
broken away to-more'clearly illustrate other portions of 
said assembly;v ' 

FIGURE 13' is ahorizontal view of the bag top hold 
ing subassembly, said view (part in cross section) being _ 

‘erally taken along vthe ‘line and looking in a direction ‘ 
bflhe arrows >13.—_13 of FIGURE 114; 
FIGURE 14 is a fragmentary-vertical side view of the 

7 bag toplevelerf holding assemblyfandlthe sewing machine; 
FIGURE .15 is anenlarged cross sectional end 'view'of . 

v11mm; "tori lei/?ler and holding assembly’ said view being 
generally taken alon'githe line and inthe direction of the 
‘arrows ,1,5‘—15 of FIGURE '13 ;‘ 

‘FIGUREHIY6 is an, enlarged fragmentary top view of the 

1% 
described other than to mention that it is of the variety 

‘ on which van empty bag‘ is manually positioned on the 
, hopper spout 12 and thereafterreleasably held onthe 

single revolution clutch‘ and the drive mechanism of the " 
pain'iagezcontrolqarm, said l-viewrin part ,shown in cross 
‘section, and’being generally taken along the lineiand looké 
inginithe .directionaof thearrows “+16 of FIGURE 17; 
FIGUKEI'I- ‘is .a back side vertical elevational viewot ' 

the ,apparatus'of this invention, said-view showingv por 
itio'nsofthe'ap'paratus. brokeniiaway; ' a . 

p‘ r1 _8 .and'l9. together show a schematic diagram 
of the electric and pneumatic components and circuitry 
{for _tl_1_e,,;apparatus.of.this invention, said view also dia 
grammatically _~illustrating some portions of vthe structure 
‘this they-69mm; ' ‘ 2 ~ , , 

,FIGURE‘ZO isla fragmentary perspective :view of the 
basics and ' 
to or ,. , 
t . 

, formersupon' havingiyshaped the bag 
ta gular'con?gu‘ratiomand I '» 

is'jalhorizontal 7view. through the gusset 
just above the top ofthe bag, said 

FIGURE 21 

just after‘, ,eyhavecompleted the formation of the gussets. 
The apparatus .ofthis' ‘invention is to'be used for pro— 

vidi ba‘gltopclosnres, either tape bound sewed abag top 
clpsu' sforplainsewed-bag top-closures on multiwall or 
single; wall paper bags of-t‘ne type that are nearly self 
snppor 4115211} upright; opened condition, and in par 
ticularwith bags, of sizes tohold 25, 50 and 100 pound 
charges._ ' - ' ' 

v:N‘ow referring in particular to FIGURES l, 2 ‘and Y17, 
there isil-lustrateda front side view, a plan'rview, and a 
back .side'iview respectively of the automatic‘, bag top 

- formerzzand'?lling apparatus, “generally designated vIt), of > 
this invention, The machine 167 has been ‘invented. to be 
us'ed’in conjunction with'ia‘nv automatic bag scale and?ll-v 

apparatus, for example, with apparatus 11 asillustrated 
The apparatus 11 will .not'be 'ifurther‘ 

gusset ioriners, said view illustrating the posi- . 
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spout by jaws 13 which are located on either side of the, 
spout, there beingv switch mechanism for controlling the 
operationyof the apparatus 11,3 Once'the empty ‘bag. has 
been clamped to the‘ spout of machine 11,"1't automatical 
ly weighsthe desired charge to be ?lled in the bag 15 and , 
drops the ?lled'bag' on1 the back end of the conveyor as‘ 
sembly 29 of the automatic bag top former sewing 
machine it}. ' ' ' ' ' ' ' 

Although the scale and ?lling machine'll illustrated is. 
the type which bags are manually position on hopper 
spout, it is to, be understood that the automatic bag top > 
former sewing apparatus lG'c'an equally‘ as well be used 
in conjunction with an Automatic Bag Feeding Machine 
,suchas disclosed‘in the copending application of Jack 'D. 
Helm and Frank L. Hopkins, Ser.-Noi.1806,955,'nowPati 
ent No.’ 3,050,918, that picks up an unopened bag from 
a bag magazine, next opens and positions the opened bag 
on a hopper spout assembly, thence discharges a'weighed 
charge into the‘ bag and finally after carrying the bag to 

' a position above a V‘-trough'conveyor assembly dropsthe 
?lled bag into said conveyor assembly“ The aforemen 
tioned application of Jack DiH‘elm and Frank L. Hopkins 
is assignedto the same assignee of this applicationf~ 'If 
the’ automatic bag top former and ?lling apparatus of this 
invention is used in conjunction with ‘a machine such ._as_ 
disclosed by the aforementioned application of‘IV-Iopkins 
et al., the bag pickup, opening,v?lling, bag top forming, 
andsewing operations are completely, automatic and there 
fore vpreferable over the useio'i vthe combination of the 
machine of this invention and the automatic bag scale and 
?lling machine ll'illustrated‘in FIGURE l. ' 
The automatic bag top formeriand sewing machine 10 

of this invention includes a ‘frame generally designatedv 
16, a V-trough conveyorvassembly generallydesignated 
20 mounted‘ on said frame, and extending the, length 
thereofpa side belt conveyor assembly generally desig 
nated 21 ‘that is mounted above and extends Isubstan- _ 
tiallyithevv length of the?co'nveyor assembly 20, a‘ gusset 
forrnerassembly generally designatedZZ mounted on the 
upperlback end'portionrof the frame, a swinging guide 
assembly generally designated 23‘ mounted adjacent'the - 
gusset‘ former assemblyfa vbag .top creasing assembly 
generallytdesignated 24 locatedforwardlyhofthe swin~ 
i-ng guide assembly,» abag top leveling and holding 'a'sf 
'sembly generally designated 25‘ located forwardly bf- the 
bag itopicreasing assembly, a sewing machine assembly 
generally designated 26 :loca'ted ,at the front end of the 
machine,'drivefmechanism generallyidesignate'd 27 for 
driving: each: o'f'the; aforementioned assemblies, :and con 
trol mechanism (generally designated ‘ZS-Pier ‘controlling ‘ ' 
the-operation of "the aforementioned iassemblie'sf For 
purposes of facilitatingthedescription of the machine 110,; 
the end ‘of,thefconveyorfassembly 20 beneatlifth'e' and‘ 
matic bag sc'alei and‘sewinglmachine 11 is considered the 
back gendjof the machine while they end ‘beneath-‘the sew 
ing ‘machine assembly 26 is referred ‘to ‘as'the ifro‘ntend 
of the‘ machine' The direction of movement of the‘ bags,‘ 
on the conveyor assembly 20¢is considered'the llongi;v 
tudinal direction while'theidirection perpendicular to‘ said 
longitudinal‘ direction will be'refe'rred to asfa‘ transverse 
direction.’ ‘ " v ' ‘ 

Fram'e.—The frame 16 includes a’ pair of-transverse 
1y spaced from end uprights 30,=each;"of‘ which has 
lower ends ,ithereofzvsecured'o'to :the respective longitudi 
nallybase member 31 .by a bracket 32; and‘ a pair of- I 

, transversely spaced back end uprights33 secured to the 

70 
respective oppositeends viQfjsaldlbt'ls? member's. ' Parallel" 
longitudinal channel irons 36ers secured at their end 
positionsto the top end’ portion of,therespectivenpright 
while an intermediate’ longitudinal ‘charinelf'iron-M ‘is 
provided _on either side and securediaf its 'opp'ositeends 
to the adjacent upright. On either-transverse'side ‘offthe 
machine 10,121 vertical brace 38'Iatone end is secured 



. 92 is likewise welded to channel iron 

> front side of the machine. 

enema‘? 
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to an intermediate portion of a channel iron 37 and at 
the opposite end to a channel-iron 36. Spaced rearward 
ly of brace 38 and on the back side of the machine is a 

, vertical brace 29 that likewise is secured to the adjacent 
members 36, 37.’ 
As may be noted in FIGURE 2, a back‘end cross brace 

39 at either end is welded to the adjacent top brace 36 
and upright 33 while spaced, parallel, intermediate cross 
braces 40, 50 and 53 are welded to intermediate por 
tions of the respective channel irons 36. Welded to 
braces 50, 53 land the channel irons 35 is a horizontal 
plate 114. A front end cross bracedl is secured at 
either end to a juncture of upright 30 with top brace 36, 
there being a horizontal angle iron 35 located beneath 
brace 36 and secured to the uprights 3tland a second 
angle iron 42 at the same elevation welded to a vertical ‘ 
brace 38. 
A longitudinally extending vertical plate 52 is bolted 

to adjacent portions of the front side channel iron 37 and 
uprights 3t} and 31 while a vertical plate 91 of relatively 
short'longitudinal length is Welded to adjacent portions 
of the back side upright 33, brace 37 and lower longi 
tudinal brace ‘3'9; brace 99 extending between and being 
welded to uprights 3i) and 33. A forward vertical plate 

7 37, upright 33 and 
brace 99. ' > 

V-trough conveyor assembly.-—The V-trough conveyor 
assembly 2% includes a generally rectangular shaped base 
45 made up of a pair of longitudinal channel irons 45a 
and a pair of transverse channel irons 4gb. Mounted at 
each corner of the base 45 is a pulley support 4-6 having 
a drum pulley 47 journalled thereon. A V-shaped roller 
mounting frame 48 is mounted to extend between the 
drum pulleys at either end 'of- the base, said frame mount 
ing a plurality of rollers for supporting the upper run of 

' ‘each of the transversely inclined belts 49, there being a 
belt extended over- each of the pair of drums 47 on 
either transverse side‘ of the base 45. A plurality of 
rollers ‘51 are mounted on the roller mounting frame 48 
for supporting the lower run‘of the respective belts, the 
roller mounting frame being mounted on a plurality of 
brackets 52 which in turn are bolted to the respective 
‘channel irons 45a in longitudinal space relationship. - 
A longitudinally elongated ‘bracket 55 is secured to 

each end. of thechannel irons 45a in“ depending rela-, 
tionship thereto, each bracket having an elongated slot 
55a for slidably mounting a stud shaft so that is mount 
ed on the outer end of the respective crank arm 57. _T he 
opposite end of each crank arm is keyed to one of the 
two transverse shafts 58, each shaft being journalled for 
rotation in a pair of plates 59 secured to the ‘respective 
upright mounting bracket. The shafts 58 are‘ located 
more closely adjacent, onelanother than the stud shafts 
56 at the opposite ends of the frame 45. ' v 

One end of the operator arm 60 is keyed to each of 
the shafts 58, there being operator arms only on the 

The opposite end of each 
operator arm is clevised and has pivotally connected 
thereto an‘internally ‘threaded sleeve 61. I 

- Mounted _on the front bottom brace 31 is a vertical 
1y extending plate 65 that-‘journals shaft 66 having a, 
vhand wheel 69 keyed thereto. The inner end of the shaft 
166 extendsjinto a housing (notshown) mounted on the 
plate'65, the housing journalling for rotation a pair of 
short longitudinal shafts that have keyed thereto beveled ‘ 
gears that ‘are driven by a'beveled gear mounted on the 
inner end of the shaft 66 (said beveled gears and longi 
tudinal shafts not shown). To the outer end of each 
longitudinal shaft there is secured-one member of uni 
versal joints I75, the other member of each universal 
joint being bolted to the inner end of ‘a longitudinal rod 
76. Each longitudinal rod‘ hasv a threaded outer end 
portion having threads that form a, matching ?t with 
the‘ threads of the-respective sleeve 61. I 
By turning the hand wheel 69 in one ‘direction, both 

10 

7‘ same construction, the structure of the’ sub-assembly 81‘ 

60 

held against transverse movement therein. 

6 , 

of the rods '76 are rotated in the same direction. How 
ever, since the threadsyon the two rods as mounted on 
the machine are pitched in opposite directions, the sleeves 
61 are simultaneously moved in opposite directions. 
Assuming the hand wheel is turned to cause the sleeve 
to move inwardly towards one another, then the front 
operator arm 60 is caused to be rotated in the direction 
of the arrow 80 about the axis of shaft 58 which in turn 
rotates a front shaft 58 and the crank arms thereon in 
the same direction. This results in the front stud bolts 
being moved arcuately'rearwardly and forwardly, and 
in sliding in the slots 55a forces the front end of the 
frame to be elevated. Likewise the back sleeve 61 in 
moving toward’ the hand wheel results in the back. end 
of the frame being elevated. ' ' 

Side belt conveyor assembly-The side belt conveyor 
assembly 21 includes two side belt conveyor sub-assem 
blies that are of the same construction other than they are 
oppositely faced, one sub-assembly being designated a 
left-hand conveyor belt sub-assembly 80 and the other 
being a right-hand conveyor belt sub-assembly 31 (see 
FEGURES 1, 3, l7 and 19). Thesubassemblies 8t) and 
31 are mounted on the frame in a manner such that they 
may be adjusted relative to one another to vary the trans 
verse spacing therebetween, the sub-assemblies being lo 
cated above the ‘ti-trough conveyor assembly and extend 
ing as shown in FIGURE 1. " A 

Since basically the sub-assemblies 8t} and 81 are of the 

and the mounting thereof will ?rst be described. Refer 
ring in particular to FIGURE 3, it is to be noted that 
the sub-assembly 81 has a roller mounting sub-frame that 
includesa pair of longitudinally spaced, vertical blocks 
34 (only one being shown). A longitudinally extending 
top'reinforcing plate 85 is secured to the top portions of 
the blocks 84 while a second-reinforcing plate 85 is se 
cured to‘the bottom portions of the blocks. Bolted to the 
top reinforcing plate and extending transversely outwardly 
thereof is a roller mounting member 82. A lower mount 
ing plate 83 is bolted to the lower plate 85, the plates 82 _ 
and $3 ‘mounting a’ plurality of vertically elongated rollers 
$6 and 87. i . 

To the mid-portion or’ each block 84 there issecured a 
block $8 that mounts an internally threaded sleeve 93, 
the threaded end portion of a transverse shaft 89 being lo 
cated in each sleeve. The opposite end of each shaft 89 
is iournalled for rotation in an annular retainer 9i? but is 

The ‘front 
retainer 9%} is mounted on the front plate 92 and extends 
through an aperture therein formed, the rear retainer 99 
being‘ similarly mounted on the'rear plate 91. i ' 
To simultaneously move each of the blocks 84 in the 

same transverse direction the same amount, a sprocket 95 
is keyed to each of the shafts 89, the'sprock-ets mounting 
an endless chain 96. A hand crank97 is keyed to the 
outer transverse end of the rear shaft 89 for rotating said 
shaft,- and thereby through chain' 96 rotating the sprocket 
on .the front shaft. The sub-assembly 80 includes struc 
ture‘mounted for transverse movement that is the same 
described relative'to the sub-assembly 81 other than that 
the retainers 96 of the sub-assembly?? are mounted in the _ 

‘ front side plate 52. 

70 

Referring in particular to "FTGURES l and 2, further 
structure of the c'onveyer belt sub-assemblies 8i) andSl 
will .be described with reference to the sub-‘assembly 8h. 
The sub-assembly 89- includes a driven pulley shaft 160 
that has keyed'theretoin'vertical spaced relation, large 
diameter sheaves; 161. The upper and‘ lower ends ofthe 
shaft 1% are journalled for rotation in the forward end 
of the mounting plates 82 andf3 respectively. Likewise 
journalied for rotation in‘the back ends of the mounting 
plates 82 and 83 is a pulley shaft 1&2 that has keyed there 
,to in vertical spaced relation a plurality of large diameter 
sheaves‘ M3. Each of the corresponding pulley sheaves 
iii}. and 163 mounts an endless belt 164. a 
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For each ‘of the sub-‘assemblies S9 and 81,‘ the Outer 

runtot the endless belts after passingfovsr the‘ pulley 
sheaves .191. extend'rrearwardlv and transversely inwardly 
slue‘to the pro-vision Qf the grooved roller 87 located ad 
iaqent the rear upright 33, said rollers also retaining the 
halts in verticalsnaced. relationship The belts the-{I1 6X 
tend ‘longitudinally rearwardlv‘ Over the grgoved rollsrs 
§7>1Q¢ats<iadiawnt the upright 30 and- then arqund the '' 
plllleysheaves 101%- The rollers 87 are ipurnalled torn» 

‘ tatiqniintheouter transverse edseof the respective mount 
ins plates 82 and 83- ‘The belts in passing around the 
sheavés‘lt? extend in a forward direction in abutting en 
segment with the plurality of'vertical rollers '86 which 
are iournallad tor motion between the inner transverse 
edges of the mounting plates 82 and 483'. Some'rollers 
516 are likewise grooved in order to retain the inner run 
in vertical spaced relationship. The rollers “86 are closely 
spaced in order to retain the inner runs of the belts in 
position'to support the adjacent side wall of a bag as it 
is mpved forwardly on the “V-trough conveyor assembly. 
The inner runs next extend forwardly to adjacent the : 
uptight 370 to pass Over rollers 87- 7 

Since the rear portions-of mounting plates '85 and 
members 82 and 83 of the sub-‘assemblies S0 and 81 rear- ‘ 
rwardly of uprights 33 areangled in opposing direction, 
a bag receiving throat 105 is formed,- said throat converg 
ing in a longitudinally forward direction (see FIGURE 
19) to facilitate the entry of a bag between the sub 
<a§S6I|Ilhli§§~§Qiand 81 vafter it has been'dropped by the 
‘automatic-bag ‘?lling scale'machine onto the rearward ' 
portion of the til-trough conveyer. > _ 

Gusset former assembly.——The gusset‘forrner assembly 
'22 includes a ‘carriage .111 mounted for slidably longi 
tudinal movement on a pair of parallel transversely spaced ' 
‘track rods 113 (see 2', 4-9, 11 and 17). Each 
of the‘ rods at one end is secured to the back cross=bracei 
$9: and at the opposite-end to a transverse bar 116 which 
in turn is mounted on ‘cross brace 53., As may be noted 
inVVEIGURE 2, there is provided bellows 115 on each . 
end‘ portion'of each‘track rod, the one end of each bellows . v 

' beingsecured to the cross brace 36 'or the bar 116. The 
bellows are provided to keep‘ foreignniaterial off track 
rods, the opposite endsof said bellows being secured to 
?ange portion of adjacent end ‘of the respective carriage 
"sleeve 112'for movement Ihqrewith. ' 

'Inrorder, ,to'movethe carriage'in a longitudinal direction I 
,(in the direction of arrow 117 or arr0wj118)"on“the‘ afore~ 
mentioned track rods there is provided a studlshaft 120 
secured to the backltranlsverse sleeve 112 (see FIGURES . 
'2, 11', and 17). ‘Oneenid‘of the'linkage arm 121’ is pivot 
ially moiinted on the stud shaft ‘120 While the‘ opposite‘ end 
pfsaid arn'ris' pivotally connected to the upper endor" 
the control arm 122. The lower end of the arm 122 is 
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'8, 
various portions of the, cam track to the axis of'the shaft 
131 varies; the cperatqr. arm 1295b caused to‘ min/e in a 
longitudinal direction ‘(arrow 111 or arrow 1'18) and 
thereby wise the control arm ‘1272 mpivot about axis of 
shaft ‘123' and move the carriage in the same longitudinal 
dire?tvtl- ‘ '1 1 f 

Referring again to FIGURES} ande, it is to be noted 
that the carriage 111 includes in additiontothe sleeves 
112, a transverse; brace135» that is secured atiits opposite 
ends tov one end portionsnof sleeves ‘11:2 and ‘a second 
transverse brace 136; that atits opposite endjslis secured 
to the opposite‘ends of the sleeves.v Mounted'inwardly 
‘of the sleeves and- having ‘o'ppo'sitevends secured to" the re; 
spective braces‘ 135 and 136 are a pair of" transversely 
spaced parallel ‘mounting plates 137». An angle brace and 
horizontal plate138 is bolted'to the vbrace 13,56 to'extend 
intermediate the aforementioned 1'38 'moaating'piaes and . 
be welded thereto; while’ a second. angle (oppositely 
raced) and plates are bolted to'brace 135.’ ' 

. limited vertical and longitudinalmovernent relative'the 

115 

‘keyed to a shaft ,123._that is journalled for rotation in the v 
‘ open top housing‘ 124Vwhich is' secured to the back side 
vertical brace 38 land the'in'ltermediate longitudial‘bra'ce 
.37 'j('see FIGURES 16 and‘ ‘(17,)’; ‘In order to pivot" the control arm 122‘ ab'outythe ‘axis of the shaft1123, ?rst ‘in the a 

direction of arrow 12$v andfthen in the ‘opposite direction, 
one end ‘,ofnamoperator ‘amaze is pivotallv connected to .60 
_the control arm intermediate'theshaft 123 and the pivotal _ 
connection of'th‘e'lin'kalge 12110 the arm 122.‘ a 
As maybe noted in FIGURES’ 16 and 17 ‘the one end 

of ‘the operator arn1'1729“ ist'secur‘ed to the illtel‘rnlediate 
portion ‘of the'control'arm' 122'by theipivotalconnection 
:127~""'.The'opp'ositeend of the control arm haselonga'ted 
slot fllllthronghwhichfbushing 126 extends, said bushing , 
:being:mounted’jon’the‘cam {shaft 131; which is journaled 
‘for rotation ‘inoppo'sit'e vertical ,walls‘of fhousingp124. 
Ihe camshaft is’loca'ted forwardlyv and upwardly of the 
shaft 123.1? ' I ‘ 1 ‘ ‘ ' ' I 1 

I'll] Keyed to the cam shaft‘ is a ‘cam 132,,having a recessed 
endlesscam track'132a. > A cam follower 133 is mounted 
ponithel intermediate portion of the operator arm to bear 
against the cam track132a. Since the radial distance of 

carriage 'isii'the gussebformervv sub-assembly" generally 
designated 14!}. The sub-assembly: 140 includes a pair 
of transversely spaced longitudinally extending bars 141', 

' each having an’ upwardly‘ extending bracket¥142 bolted 
thereto.’ The ' structure mounting the gusset former’ sub 
assembly .for movementincludes a pair of transversely 
spaced linkage ‘arms'm that at‘the'toneiendsl are‘wel'ded 
to ‘a "sleeve 147 that has the upper ends of the‘ bracket 
142. pivotally'connected thereto by the pivot member‘145. 
The oppositeends'of’the linkage arms 144 are welded 
,to the sleeve 150". Atsecond, ‘pair of transversely spaced 
linkage arrns 143 ‘which are mounted for movementpar 
and with linkage arms 144 are at their one‘ends' pivotally 
connectedtolower; ends of the respective brackets 142 by 
pivot 'bolts 1419, having appropriate spacers'154 thereon 
intermediate members 142 andilés. ' The lopposite ends 
of the linkage. arms‘ 1'48~ are pivotally connectedfat 15210 
the loweriend of the depending bra'cl'ret 1.51; " The upper 
ends jof‘ibrackets L151 'arei'rwelded'jto‘ a Ybloek 153, ‘ each 
block 153' being welded to the respective mounting plate 
.137» adjacent the transverse brace 1,36. _ QA‘ transverse 
‘pivot shaft? 1G6 is ‘mounted in'aforementioned blocks“ 153 
and ‘the. mountin'gipl'ates' ‘137; said 
ing ‘the. sleeve 15,9. ' ' ' 

In order to providevrnovement of the gusset former sub- 
assembly through’the structure of ‘the'preceding para 
graph,"the‘lo1wer'end of ‘an arm-‘156 ‘is welded to‘the mid 
portion of the sleeve 150'. outer clevise'd end. of the 
piston rod 157'o?'th‘e two wayzacting piston cylinder corn 
bina'tio‘nf'l'dtl is'pivotally connected atl5stowthe'upper 
end of the arm 156. The cylinder 1761 'of'the piston cylin 
der combination at its back end is pivotally ‘connected to 
‘the bracket 1'63'b‘yj the pivot 1§6_‘2,‘ the bracket 163 in turn 
jbeing bolted to'the‘brjacket 164 vthat iswelded to’the trans 
verse brace 138 ofv the carriage.‘ ' t ' ' V ' " 

[Referring now in“v articnlar‘to FIGURES 6, 7 and 8, 
it is to be noted‘th'a‘t there is provided a'5front outside 
gusset formenlfdd, "inside vgusset formersvc'16Tand'168 re 
spectiv'ely located on either transverse side ‘of ‘the ‘former 
1676, fa'fb'ack' outside" gusset former-'lwgand inside gusset 

' formers" 1'71}v and "'171jijes’pectively located‘ on either. trans~ 
verse sideiof'theilfornie'r 169;} The gusset» formers 166% 
.1711 inclusive are located intermediate" the‘ longitudinal 
bars 141 jandirnourit'ed. for'rriovernent, relativelthereto. 
Basically-the structure ‘timo‘untingfthe set ofgusset formers 
16947111‘ for nibvernent?is the, SBDIBEIS that-‘mounting the 
‘set’ of gusset formers '166-169‘other than the exceptions 
‘noted hereinafter.~ ' ' t 7' " ‘ ' a _' ' ‘ ‘ 

"'The‘ 'ipi‘peri'eiidlof the gusset vformer- 169 is boltedto the 
“outer end‘of' an "Qntw'a'r’dly extending‘ projection 175 ‘of 
"the 1111131175 which‘ is keyej‘dftd» the central portionfo‘f the 
‘shaftiilli'l’vii to rotate therewithythe opposite ends ofvlthe 
shaft being‘ journalled for rotation in the YrespectiVe slide 
vmember. 17Svt‘nat adjustably slidably retained on a 

Mounted oni-the carriage-to depend‘ therefrom and for - 

shaft ‘rotatably' mount- ' 
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bar 1411. Keyed to the shaft 177 intermediate the front 
bar 141 and the hub 176 is a spur gear 179. A gener 

' ally U-shaped clamp 180 is mounted on the shaft 177 
intermediate the spur gear and the hub to retain the spur 
gear in a proper axial position on the shaft. 
The spur gear 179 drivingly engages a spur gear 184 

rotatably‘mounted on the shaft 185 which has its opposite 
end portions journalled for rotation in the respective slide 
member 178 forwardly of the shaft 177. A cam 186 is 
rotatably mounted on the shaft 185 for‘ movement with 
the spur gear 184. ' . 
On the shaft 185 intermediate the cam 186 and the back 

bar 141 there is keyed a hub bracket generally designated 
19%. The bracket 1% has a pair of spaced outwardly 
projecting ears 191 for ,rotatably mounting the former 

' hub 192, there being a pivot member 1% for pivotally 
retaining the former hub between the ears 191. The 

in 
the respective tab but held, therein against longitudinal 
movement, each of the rods 216, 217 extending in a lon 
gitudinally forward direction and having va front threaded 

' end portion extending into the internally‘ threaded tab 218 

15 

former hub has on one side projecting boss to which the ‘V 
cam follower 1% is rotatably secured to bear against the 
cam surface of the cam 136, and across fromlthe boss 
there is an integrally formed radially projecting ?ange 

' 1925 which has a radial slot; 192s formed therein. The. 
former ‘hub 192 also has ‘a depending flange 192a to 
which the inside gusset former 17d is bolted, the former 
having a pair of. elongated slots 17% topermit it being 
secured .to the portion 192a in an adjusted longitudinal 

' position. 
The hub bracket has a second pair of spaced ears 1% 

located transversely between ears 1'91 and the back bar 
141. V The former hub 197 is pivotally secured ‘between 
the ears 1% by a second pivot 193 and has a pair of 
radially projecting ?anges 197a located to respectively 
underlay and overlay the flange 19%. A stud shaft 198 
is mounted in the outer radial portions of ?anges 117 to 
extend through the slot 192e, for oppositely rotating the 
hub former 197 when the hub former 192 rotates in one, 
direction. A coil spring 1915a ‘having one end bear 
against the hub bracket and the opposite end connected 
to shaft resiliently -urges the former hub 192, to rotate 

' in a direction opposite arrow 7811. 
The outside former 166 is mounted on a shaft 261 and 

the inside formers 167, 168 are mounted on a shaft 200 
by a ‘structure corresponding to the structure mounting 
the formers 169, 170, 171, respectively on the shafts 185 
and 177, other than it is oppositely faced in order that 
as the lower end of former 169 is moved in one longi 
tudinal directionthe lower end of former 166 will move‘ 
in'the opposite longitudinal direction and that when the 
lower ends-of formers 170, 171 are-moved in one longi 
tudinal direction the lower ends of former 167, 168 will 
move 1 in the opposite longitudinal direction. The end 
portions of'the shaft 2% and 201 are journalled for rota 
tion in respective forward end portion of bar 14-1 but the 
shafts 200 and 2111 are not free 'to be adjusted in a lon 
gitudinal direction relative to the bars 141. , 

" The back end portions of each'bar 14-1 has an elongated, 
‘longitudinally extending aperture 206 through which a 
bolt forysecuring a slide block 178 on the outer transverse 
side of thebar 141 and a'slide member 181 on the op 
posite side of the bar. Each. slide block 178 has out 
wardly projecting ?ange portions that bear against the 
horizontal surfaces of the respective bar 141. 1. Upon 
loosening the bolts 20% the slide bars‘ and slide members,“ 
no longer ‘clampingly'engage the bars 141 and thereafter 
the shafts 177 and 185 together with the structure mounted 
thereon may be moved longitudinally relative to the ‘shafts 
29d and 201. This adjustment is provided in order to 
permit the gusset former assembly being adjusted for use 
with bags of differentv size bag top openings. ' 

In order to facilitate the adjustment of the slide mem 
bers on the bars 141 there is provided the adjustment 
mechanism generally designated 214 (see FIGURES 
5-8). Theadjusting mechanism includes a transverse 
tab 215 mounted on the back end portion of each bar 
141. Rods 216 and 217 are journalled for rotation in 
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that is ?xedly secured to the respectiveslide member 178. 
On the back end portions of each of the rods 216, 217 
there'is keyed a chain sprocket 219, there being a‘ chain 
221) mounted on said-sprockets for simultaneously rotat 
ing the sprockets in the same direction. The back end 
of the rod 217has an end portion 217a to have a hand 
crank mounted thereon for rotating the rod 217. 

After loosening the bolts 208 so that the slide member 
and slide block respectively form a non-clamping ?t with 
the respective bar 114 and mounting the crank on the 
portion 217a, upon turning'the hand crank both of the 
rods 216, 217 aresimultaneously turned in‘the same di— 
rection. For example, if the rods are rotated, in a proper 
direction to move the slide members in the direction of the 
arrow 117 (see FIGURE 6') then the gusset formers I 
169, 17tiand 171 would likewise be moved in the same 
direction away?from the gusset formers 166, 1671and 
168. After moving the gusset formers M9471 the de-‘ 
sired amount, ‘the bolts 208 are again tightened'so that 
the slide member and vblocks form a clamping ?t with 
the respective bars 141. _ In making the aforementioned 
adjustments, it will also be necessary to make adjust 
ment of tie rods that will be'described hereinafter. After 
the adjustments described in this ‘ paragraph have been 
made, then the gusset former assembly is ready to be 
used with bags that have bag tops that in an open con 
dition have a larger cross sectional area than the bags for 
which it was previously set. ' 

Spacer rods 205 at either end are secured respectively 
to the front and back ends of the bars 141, and a bar 
225 at its opposite ends is secured to the front top por 
tions of the slide blocks 178 for holding the bars 141 
and slide blocks respectively in proper spaced relation- I 
ship. The bar 215 minimizes the bending that would 
otherwise occur when longitudinally repositioning the 
slide members 178 on the bars 141. 
The structure for mounting the gusset formers 166-171 

and the structure for adjustably positioning gusset formers 
166-168 and, 169-171 relative to one another having been 
described, the structure for imparting movement to the 
respective shafts to which the gusset formers are mounted 
will now be set forth. The gusset former drive mecha 
nism includes a tie arm 230 that at one end is keyed on 
the backside end portion of the shaft 2% transversely 
outwardly from the bar 1411.- The opposite end of the 
arm 230 has one end‘of the drive rod 231 connected 
thereto by a pivot member 232 in spaced relation to pivot 
member 234 which pivotally connects one end of the 
tie rod 233 to arm 230. The tie rod~233 extends rear 
wardly and’ downwardly to cross a horizontal plane passed 
through the axes of' rotation of the shafts 2111 and 177 
and at its’ opposite ends is pivotally'connected at 236 to 
the outer end of the arm 235. The opposite end of the 
arm 235-,is keyed to the outer end of the shaft 177. Thus, 
the arm 23% causes the shaft 261 to rotate in one direction 
while the shaft 177 is rotated in the opposite direction the. 
same angular'amount. _ _ 

The opposite end of the drive rod 231 i's'pivotally; con- 
nected at 241 to the lower end of the drive arm 240. The 
hub portion of the drive arm is rotatably retained on the 
pivot 242 that is ‘mounted on the back side mounting 
plate‘ 137. Formed integral with the hub portion ‘is an 
operator arm 243 that extends outwardly at an angle to 
the drive arm. The opposite end of the operator ‘arm 
pivotally mounts cam follower 244 that is positioned ‘to 
follow the cam surface of the cam 246 that is keyed to'the 
cam shaft 247 (see FIGURE 7)." The cam shaft at its - 

' opposite end portions is journalled for rotation in there 
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spective mounting plate 137 while the pivot 242 is located 
at a lower elevation than‘the cam shaft. 

In order to rotate the cam shaft 217 there is keyed I 
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thereto'a chain sprocket 248 locatedintermediate the car 
riag’e and .theback top'brace 36, there“ being a chain 249; 
extended. partially aroundthe chain sprocket and at‘. one 
end ?xedly'secured to the back top cross brace 391at249a, ‘ 
and at the opposite end ?xedly secured :at 25310 the plate 
305 dependingly securedto bar 116 (see FIGURES 2,.3, 
11:.and 17.). A'ipair' of longitudinally spaced. sprockets 
251.. are mounted on the back carriage .sleeve 112 atfa . 
lower elevation tha’n'shaft 247, one ‘sprocket being ‘10-. 
cated on‘either side of the shaft 247. The sprocketsare 
positionedtd engage the. chain for holding it in‘ driving 
relation with the chain "sprocket 248'. as 'tlreca'rriage is 
moved-in relation to the. chain}. By moving theca'rriage 
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in one .direction, for‘ example opposite arrow‘ 117, the . 
sprocket248 .is caused to rotate in'the direction of arrow 

- 25.4(see FIGURES l1 and 17).t'0-ro'tate shaft247. 
' Also keyed tothe shaft 2471lbut intermediate'the front‘ 
side mounting?plate 137. and the. adjacent top brace .isa >7 
camxgénerally designated 260. '(see'fFlGUREd). .The 

. caml?ii. includes a cam hub l?likeyedto the shaft 247.‘ 
towrotate therewith, the hubbeing providedwithielo?-x 2, 
gated arcuate' ‘slots 253. Bolted at 264m the'hub is a 
cam plate262, the angular position iof'the cam plate i'ela-L 
tive to. the hub. andlshaft f247gbe‘ing adjustable byloosen 
ing the. b'o1ts;264 that extend through the slots 263. and 
rotatingthelcam plate relativetd the hub.‘ After the 
cam plate is rotatedtotheidesired position, the bolts 26.4. 
are. again tightened, It ‘is. to‘, be mentioned. that earn 
2461s :of thejisame, construction, as‘cam 260. but oppoe 
sitelyiaced- ' ‘ ' ' ' ' ' ' 

The. timer Peripheral, surtace. of. the camiplate 262/ 
bears" against cam follower 268,,that is rotatably mounted 
on the outer_ end of theoperator arm, 262; The inner 
and of the Operator. arm is formedintegratwiththe. hub; 
portion otthe drive arm ‘271, said, hub portion being 
rotatably retained__ on, pivot member ‘270that is mounted; 
onthe frontsi'de: plate 137. A coil spring 278' ‘at one 

' endt'is secured tqthe. intermediate. PQIZ?QILIOi: the drivev 
arm 271 at;__2‘7»9 "and the’ opposite end, is secured to the 
mounting plate‘ at ‘28d at‘ atpositionrupwanrdly and {OF 
wardly‘otthecoil spring‘ mount 279.)‘ The aforemen 
tioned/coil spring .resilientlyvurges, the drive arm to ro 
tate: about the axis otthe shaftj27tlgin the direction ‘of, 
arrowZiilv to‘ retain the cam follower 263 in engagement 
with the cam plate 262, it being, notedthat a secondcoil 
spring .(not'shown) is likewise?mountedion the back side 
Plateanetdrivaarn 2.4.0.4 ‘ ' ' ‘ 

One endof the drive rod 273. is pivotallyconnected to 
the outer endjof. the drive arm 2.71 by a pivot member 
272, the opposite endlof the drive’rod being pivbtally 
conneet?d; at; ‘2'75v to the‘outer .endportio'n of,thel'arm 
274.’ The oppositeend of the arm 274 is. keyed'to the 
end, portion of‘v shaft 200 that extends transversely out; 

' wardly from thefro'nt'side bar 141. " - . 

Rearyvardly of the; pivot 27.5..and radially outwardly. 
of theshaft Z?l?there is ‘provided a pivot member 283‘ 
thatipivotallyuconnects' one end of the tie rod. 284.to the 
arrn274, the opposite end ;ofathe tie rod.being.'pii2otally1 
connected, atZ?Sto outer endof the. radialarm 286, said 
radial; 31TH, jbeing» keyed, tQiShaft .135, ' Thetie rod: 284 
and arms 274 and 236 are mounted to; rotate: shaft 185.v 
indireetion opposite the;rotationlofthe.shaftZOt). . ‘ 

' It is tov be mentioned thateach-of the drive, rods: 231,‘ 
‘273,andeachof'thetie rods 233,284 ‘are .of a construc 
tion that they may be, selectively adjustedgin length. 
Thus, ifythe position of thejgusset', formers,169_-111yis 
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varied relative to‘thetlongitudinal position of the gusset ‘ 
formers,‘ teams, the length‘ of, eachv of theyrodsf231, 
233,. 273‘, and 284. are likewiwadjusted to be of'an. ap-_ 
propriate lengthso that the, gusset ‘formers'will, function. 
in a manner dessnlb?d hereinaften " ' ' 
_, Swinging guidev asremblyreReferring now in particular 
to FIGURES: 2, l0 and‘ 111 and also to EIGURESA, 5 
and 17, the swinging“ guide assembly. generally desig-‘ 
'nated23 will now’ be described. The, swinging guide . 

12C 
assembly includes six‘ guide arms 290-295inclusive,‘ the 
guide arms’ 2%, 2,91 and, 292; .being mounted 'on the 
back side of the machine and being longitudinally spaced 
relative to one another. The guide .arrn293, 294, 295 
likewise are mounted in the same longitudinal spaced re 
lation; .however, they are located'on the front side of'the 
machinetsee FIGURE .'4).' Three horizontal arms‘296 
at‘their' mid-portion are connected to lower end of the 
respective guidearm 290-292 inclusive by a pivot mem: 
ber 295.8. The inner end of each arm 296 has a generally 
vertically extending guide plate 297 secured thereto, the 
guide plates having lower horizontally ‘extending ?ange 
227a formed integral with the vertical portion thereof. 
Likewise, each of gtheguide arms._29_3—29;5 respectively 
have pivotally connectedthereto by pivot member 228 a 
horizontal arm'299. Each horizontal arm-299 mounts ' 
a guide plateli?t) at the end that is most closely adja 
cent the respective guide plates 297,the plates 300 being 
oppositelylfaced from-plates-2g7. , V ‘ 

The upper‘endof guide arm, 290-is clamped on the 
‘back end portion of a longitudinally extending rod 302 
to rotate therewith, the .backend portion'of ‘the rod be 
ing journalled forrotatlon intone. endportion ofa plate 
3&3. The opposite end of the plate is bolted to a ‘de— 
pending bracket 364 that at; its upper end portion is se 
cured to the adjacent‘ top brace .36,’ The‘ ‘opposite end 
portion of the rod 302 is- journalled for rotation in the ' 
depending - plate 395.‘ ‘ Appropriate-spacers 306 are 
mountedlonthe rod302 to bear against the respective 
plate 303; and 395 to. prevent longitudinal movement of 
the rod 302.3 f , ' . V V , V ' 

The upper end of the guide arm 291 is clamped on the 
guide arm‘tube 3&8 which‘in turn :is rotatably mounted 
on the guideiarm rod 392. The tube 3&8 is located in-j 
termediate the plates 393‘ and 305. and is retained in a 
given ‘longitudinal position by. spacer members 309, that 
are mounted on the rod 302.‘ A shorter guide tube 310 
is rotatably mounted on the'gu-idetube 308,‘ there being 
provided spacers 311 for holdingthe. guide tube 319 
in a given longitudinalfposition on tube 308,. . As may 
bemnotedin FIGUREII, either ‘end of theguide tube 368 
extendslinh a directionaxially awayfrom-the- adjacent 
ends of) the guidetubesSlQ while the guide rod 302 is 
elongated; to have eitherend-portion extend axially out 
wardly'from the adjaeente'ndportions of theguide tube 

‘Theguide armsr2r9r3, 294,7and 2,915, other than being 
oppositely faced. are. mountedina manner. similar to the: 
wanting, of guide. armslwi 291 and 2.92; the .upnerend. 
Qfthe guide M1295 being clamped tomdi 314.;whicnis 
iwmallsd for. rotation; inia plate,317 that is‘bolted. to the. 
plate 318;. Plate_31‘8v_is rsecu'redi'to the, front‘t’op brace 
36. Thezoppositelend portion'of the.tube\314_ is, jour-j 
nalled for rotation. ina'plate 305, ,. secured to bar 11a: 
The upper and radian 'Qtthe guide. armwéis clamped 

“I ‘to the guide tubeiSlSQthat is‘ rotatably mounted on the I 
guiderodil’rlli, whilei the upperI endpof} theguide armj 2793' 
is clamped to the; guide Ttubei Sldthat in turn is rota-tably 
rnountedron the’ guide tube 315. V ' ' ' ‘ ' 

In. order "to Tre‘tain: thetverticalirsurfaees >>ofv.ythe guide ) 
plates. 279.7 “in, general vertical; planeas. the arms 296; are 
moved from anmout” position (‘shown in’dottedlines in 
FIGURE ‘10_)."to' an'f‘in’." position‘ '(shown in solid lines 
in; the same. ?gure),'each offthe arm's"2§96;'atj the end: 
opposite, the respective : guide ‘plate is‘ pivotally connected 
to ‘one endv of a cohtrolrod ‘327;?‘b'y a‘ pivotmeniber’?s. 
Theio'pp‘osite end of each control rod is rotatably mounted 
on ‘a, longitudinallyv extending ,rodl329g lthelfendtportiont 
of the rod‘ 329+b'ein'g1'secured toIplate'303 andiplate 305v 
respectively. _‘The v.hfor'izontal spacing of rods .3102 'md 
.3329‘ Fis'thei same, as the, spacing or pivot 29l8..and' 328,’ 

as thatfroni‘rod 3621c pivot 298‘. 
The outer transverse ends" of the: horizontal arm 299’ 

are each pivotallyv connected at33p1 to the lower end of 

while the distance vtromro‘d 329.10 pivot328 is the‘samei 

I the respective control ‘rod. 330.. - The‘upper. ends‘ of ‘the? 
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control rods are rot-stably mounted on the longitudinal 
rod 332, the end pontions of the rod being mounted in 
plate 317 and plate 365 respectively. It is to be mentioned I 
that each of the control rods 327 and 330 are of a con 
struction to be selectively varied in longitudinal length 
to thereby‘ properly position the guide ‘plates 2.97, 330 
relativeto one another when said guide plates have ‘been 

i moved tothe posit-ion most closely adjacent each other 
to have their horizontal ?anges bear against a bag top 
sidewall. 

In order to operate the guide plates, for example, guide 
plates 297 from the dotted line position illustrated in 
FIGURE 10 to the solid lineposition of the same ?gure, 1 
there are provided plates 336, 337, and 338, each having 
an aperture at one end portion thereof for mounting the 
plates on the guide tubes 310, 308 and the guide rod 392 
respectively to rotate the respective tubes and rod. An 
outer radial end portion of each of the aforementioned 
plates 336-338 is pivotally connected at 339 to one end 
of the respective linkage rod ‘349. The opposite ends 
of each of the three linkage rods 340 is pivotally con 
nected at 342 to the outer end of one of the radial 
arms 343, 344 and 345 respectively, the other end of the 
arm 343 being mounted on the guide tube 316, the arm 
344 being mounted on the guide tube 315 and the ‘arm 
345 being mounted on the guide rod 314. ‘As a result of 
providing the aforementioned plates 336-338 and arms 
343—345, when the plate 336 is pivoted to cause the guide ' 
arm 232 to rotate in one direction, the arm 343 causes 
the guide arm 293 to rotate in the opposite direction the 
same angular amount. Likewise, arm 344 rotates the 
guide arm 294 and, the arm 345 rotates the arm 295. 

In order to drive each of the plates'33d-338 there are 
provided three elongated drive arms 351, each drive arm 
at its lower end being connected to the outer end of the 
respective plate by a pivot member 352 angularly spaced ' 
from the pivot 339. The upper end portion of each of 
the drive arms is enlarged‘ and has an elongated rec 
tangular slot 353 formed therein thnough which camshaft 
354 is extended, it being noted that the transverse width of 
the slot is substantially greater than the diameter of the 
cam shaft. On the upper end of each drive arm ‘there is 

' rotatably secured a cam follower 355 that rides the outer 
circumferential surface of the respective cam followers 
356, 357 and 358. ' Each of the cams has a hub 356a, 
357a, and 358:: respectively that are keyed to the shaft 
354 to rotate therewith, and an angular portion 356b, 
357b, and 358b respectively that projects radially out- i 
wardly a greater distance from the hub than the remain 
ing portion of the cam. 

; One end portion of the cam shaft 354 is journalled- for 
rotation in an upright bracket 360, the bracket being 
bolted to the angle iron 40. ' The structure for rotatably 
supporting the 'opposite'end of the cam shaft will be 
described hereinafter. 1 ' - - g > 

The hub portion‘ of each of the cams is secured to the 
cam shaft so that the cams are angularly positioned rela 
tive to one another. Due to the con?guration of the 
outer periphery of each respective cam and the angular 
mounting of the cams on the cam shaft, all of the guide‘ 
arms are simultaneously moved inwardly to the solid line 
‘position illustrated in FEGURE 10 while iirs-t the guide 
arms 2% and 295 moved outwardly to the dotted line 

2994 are moved outwardly and then [the guide arms 292 and 
293 are‘moved' outwardly. The cam 358 controls move 

. ment of the guide arms 2%, 295 while the cam357 con 
trols the movement tothe guide arms 231 and294, and 
the cam 356 controls‘ the movement of the‘ guide arms 
292-and293. Each of the drive arms 351' at its lower 
end has ‘one ‘end of a coil spring 361ysecured thereto, the 
opposite ends of the coil springs being secured to bars - 
352' which are secured to the casting 376 (see FIGURE‘ 
13). The aforementioned coil springs resiliently urge the 

1 respective drive arms in a downward direction to thereby 
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insure that cam followers are held in engagement with 
the respective cams 356-358. 
Bag top creasing‘assembly-Referring now in particu 

lar to FIGURES 4, 5 and l2—1v4 inclusive, the bag top 
creasing assembly 24 will now be described. For mount 
ing the bag top creasing assembly there is welded to the 
channel iron 42 a depending plate 375. , Welded to one 
transverse side of the plate to extend rearwardly thereof 
in a horizontal direction is the elongated casting 376, a 
sleeve 377 being welded in an intermediate cut-out por 
tion of the casting for journalling the vertical shaft 378 
(see FIGURE 13). An elongated vertical plate 331 is 
welded to the top of the casting to extend ,on either side 
of sleeve 377. A pair of transversely extending longi 
tudinally spaced spacers 3759 at one end are welded to 
the plate 381 for mounting the short elongated plate 383 
parallel to plate 3331. on the opposite side of the longi 
tudinal axis L-L. A short horizontal plate 332 is welded 
to the bottom edge of the plate 333. 
A horizontal plate ass is mounted beneath the casting v 

376 while an oppositely faced plate 387, is mounted 
beneath plate 332, there being provided a pair of spacers 
383 and bolts 339 for mounting the plates 386 and 387. 
Each of the plates 37d, ass, 3&2 and 387 have elongated 
slots 39%) formed in the rearward portions thereof and 
small blocks 391 mounted to extend across the slots. 
Each block has a non-threaded aperture through which a 
non-threaded portion of a bolt 393 is extended, the bolts 
each side of the longitudinal axis L——L mounting the 
respective end portions of a pulley shaft 394. By turning 
‘the bolts in the blocks, the longitudinalposition of the 
pulley shaft may be varied due to the end portion of the 
bolts having threads that form a matching tit with threaded 
apertures in the shaft through which they are extended. 
'On the opposite ‘side of the longitudinal axis ‘L-eL " 

from the castirn7 37s a pair of vertically spaced lugs 335 ,s 
are welded to the plate 375. A T-bracket 396 is welded 
to the vertical sleeve 398 which is pivotally mounted on a ‘ 
pivot shaft 3%7, said pivot shaft being mounted by the 
lugs 395. A shaft 399 is journalled for rotation in‘the 
vertical sleeve 4% to extend upwardly and downwardly 
therefnom, the sleeve 4% in turn being welded to the 
rear edge portion of the T bracket 3%. 
Welded to the circumferential portion of the sleeve 40%. 

opposite the T-bracket is a tab 4531 that has a slot elon-: 
gated in a longitudinal direction through which the mid- ' 
portion of the bolt 4%2 is extended. A coil spring 4G4 is 
positioned on the ‘bolt to have one end bear against the 
tab and the opposite end bear against a washer and, nut 
49:3 threaded on the outer transverse end of the bolt. The 
opposite end of the bolt is welded to the elongated plate 
38Il.- Thecoil spring. acting against the tab resiliently‘ 
urges the sleeve and the structure thereon to pivot about 
the pivot shaft 397 inta direction of the arrow4il5, the 
elongated slot in the tab 491 permitting limited pivotal ' 
movement of the‘ shaft 399 about the pivot axis of 

‘ shaft'397. ' 1 
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‘position of FIGURE 10; next the guide arms 2M and i 
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A plurality of large diameter, vertically spaced sheaves ‘ 
42th are keyed in vertical spaced relation on the portion‘ 
of the shaft 399 that extends downwardly beneath the ' 
sleeve‘ 49-3. Extended around each of the large sheaves 
except the lowermost one is a continuous belt 412, each 
of the belts 412 also being extended around a correspond 
ing sheave 411 that is keyed on the shaft" 334. Likewise, 
the shafts 3'73 and 394 on the oppositeside of axis L-L 
mount the same numberof large sheaves 410 and small 
sheaves 411 respectively beneath the castiug37o, ‘there 
being the sane number of belts 412'extended around 
the sheaves beneath casting’ 376. As may be‘ noted in’ 
FEGURE l2,‘a transverse spacing W between the ad 
jacent belts as they‘ pass over the sheaves7311 progres 
sively decrease in a direction toward the‘shafts 3'78, 399, 
the purpose of mounting the belts so that the inner runs 
converge in a forward-direction will be set forth herein 
after. - - 



3, 1 £37,897; 
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In. order to ‘drive the belts 412, a spur gear 413 .is 
keyed to each of the shafts 378and 39? in driving rela- , ' 
tionsliip with'one another." A chain SPIOCket 414 is keyed 
onv the end ‘o?'the 1 shaft 378‘ above- the ’ spur ' gear. 413. 
The structure for driving the chain sprocket will be set 
forth hereinatiter; ' r V ' ' ' 

Bag. to’p‘leiveling assembly-Referring now in particu- I 
‘lar to ‘FIGURES. 13, l4,~-and 15, the bag top leveling 
assembly 25 ’will'inow be described? The bag top level- i 

' 1O ing assembly includes a bag leveling sub-assembly gen 
erally designated 42S "and a bag top ‘holding sub-assembly 
42151 The. bag'top ‘holding sub-assembly, which will ?rst 
be'desc'ribed, ‘includes a'pair of transversely spaced elon 
gatedfplate's (-33% ‘and 431.7 A vertical plate 427 is welded I 
to ‘the cross brace 35"to depend‘ therefrom, plate 427 
having spaced horizontal 'tabs‘42t5. to’which the plates 
43hand431"respectively. are bolted to be located on ope 
posite-sides of longitndinal-axis L-L. Horizontal t'a‘o's 
429 likewise are bolted to opposite end 'portionsot plates 
436,743.15 tabs‘429’being securedto'the lower end of 
plate 375. .‘ > " i ' 

1t; 
linkage 446 ‘and‘an'opposite end secured to the forward 
end portion of the mounting plate 431 ‘for resiliently 
urging the linkage 446 ‘to rotate in a direction=opposite 

. arrow 46% to ireturnit to a datum positionwhen no air 
5 
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under. pressure. is'applied: to cylinder ' - 
Since the linkages Adi-are pivotally mounted at either 

end \to'structure movable. relative to the‘ mounting plate 7 
431; there areipr'ovidejd a‘pair of. spring‘steel members 
4675Jwhich. are mounted .in longitudinally spaced relationlpi 
ship. One end of each member 465 is bolted to the under 7 
side of the vmountingplate ‘431,.while the, opposite ends 
of members 466. are bolted; to the' longitudinal‘ bar 4'41‘.v ‘ 
The aforementioned spring ste‘eimembers resiliently re 
tain‘thellongitudinal bar' 441m predetermined transverse 
‘spaced relationship relative to the. bar 4401' i ‘In order to 

’ increase the. aforementioned spacing, the’ aforementioned 

One end of ‘a generally longitudinally extending feeler v - 
arni ‘ass is pivotally secured‘ at 434 to the; mid-portion v1 . 
of the. m'ountinig'plate 430 ton-be located_'-therebeneath. 
The feeler arm has an opposite end 433a bent inwardly 
to extend across the spacepbetween the plates 4,30 and - 
431m‘ position'to abut'against a bag top'of‘a' bag moving ; 
betweenfsaid plaltes; ' 

A micro switch 435 is secured to the mounting, plate 
to depend’ therefrom, said switch having a pushbutton 
437§resilientlyiurg'edrto more position and located to 
abut against thelmid-pontion' of the Vfeele'r arm. to hold 
it"in‘ a datum position to be engaged and moved in the ~ 
direction of‘ arrow {£38 to move’ the push buttonto an 
ON: position by ‘a .bag being moved between the plates . 
$439 and 431; The switch 436 includes resilient member ' 

- (not shown) that urges the ‘push button 431 to an OFF 
position and ‘thereby ‘the feeler arm to a datum position 
after the bagyhas advanced past said arm, A peg 439 
is mounted on a; longitudinally elongated bar 440‘ to limit 
the amount of movement the feeler“ arm’ ‘in a direction 
opposite arrow 438.: ' ' ' ‘ ‘ ' f ' 

The bar 449 is bolted to the underside of ‘the plate 430 
adjacent to theiinner transverse edge thereof,_While .a 
corresponding‘barddl is mounted beneath plate 4317for 
movement towardv and‘ away from the bar 440; The struc-' 
ture mounting'bar 441 includes a pair‘of longitudinally 

. spaced short linkage members 442 each'of which have 
one; end pivotally retained'in a recess formed in the bar 
441' by a pivot “443. The opposite endof each of the 
linkages 442 is pivotally‘ connected by' a pivot member 
445. tolthe. outer e'ndi'of one ‘leg’ of a right angle linkage 
44613I1d 447 respectively. ‘ Each of ‘the’ right angle 1ink~ 
ages has/a hub portion that is pivotallyxmounted on a 
pivot member. .448,‘ the pivot member’ 443 being ‘secured 
to theplatej 431 to‘ depend therefrom. ‘ “ 

One end of a tie rod 431'tha1t is adjustable in length, 
is‘pivotall'y connected at 452 ‘to the outer end of the link 
of the-second'leg of linkage 447§while ‘the opposite end 
of said tie rod _is pivotally connected at 453' to an inter 
mediate pontion of the corresponding leg of the linkage 
446..’ To ‘therouter end. of the last mentioned leg, the 
piston rod of a one way acting piston cylinder combina 
tion,', generally designated 456,. is pivotally connected at. 
457 while the far end of said combination‘ is pivotally 
connected a|tf458 to an'int'ermediate portion of the trans 
verse bar 459.] The inner end ‘of the transverse bar is 
bolted to an‘ intermediate 
431. v ' 

Thenpistoncylinderi combination upon having vair under 
pressure appliedgthereto pivots the right angle linkage 
446v‘in‘the, direction of vthe'arrow 460v about the pivot’ 
rt-d?ththe movement of the linkage .446 being limited by 
an?adjustablelr stop ‘461, that’ is welded ‘to ‘the mounting 
plate 431. A coil spring 462 has one end secured tothe 

portion of the mounting plate I 

40 " 

piston cylinderzcombination 456' is actuated to move the 
rightangle linkage in a‘direction opposite the arrowédii, 
said combination upon being de-actuated results in the 
bar Ml?movingrback to the‘ ‘datum positioni(position 
of FIGURE 13) due to springs 465 and 462; 
An endless belt 469. is extended around the lowermost 

sheaves 420 ‘on the pulley‘ shaft 399' and has an outer 
run that ,is' extendedv over the .small sheave. 470 that is 
,rotatably‘mounted on the outer end of thetransve'rse bar 
459 tov depend therefrom. ‘On the 'forward'end of the 
mounting plate 431 a sheave 471 is‘ journalled for rota 
tion andr'mounted 'for limited adjustable longitudinal 
movement relative to said plate. The belt -4;69:is'eX_te_nded 
around the sheave 4'71 and ha'slthe inner run 469a thereof 
retained in the recessformed in the belt guide 472 which 
is mounted on the longitudinal bar4411. The belt guide 
is of a‘l'ength‘ tosextend'subs'tantially the longitudinal 
distance, intermediate the-sheaves 471‘ and Q10. 
A second sheave 47-1Jislikewisemounted on the‘ for 

ward end portion ofthe ‘plate 43%} to: have an endless 
belt 473 ‘extended therearound and aroundthe lowermost ' 
sheaves 410.011 thepulley shaft 378., The inner runv 
473a'of belt‘473 is located in a recess formed in the belt ' 
gnide' 4574 which is secured. to the longitudinal bar 430.‘ 
Each 'of the belts ‘4'69. and 473' are ofi'a‘thickness'ito be 
located. more closely "adjacent one‘ano‘ther thanthe-most 
adjacent vertical edge portion of" the belt. guides. 

Theib‘ag top holding. subass’ernbly‘426 having‘ been de- . 
scribed, the structure of the b'ag‘top' leveI' subé'assembly 
‘425 willv now be‘ set forth (see ‘FIGURES 14’ and 15 )Y. ' 
The subéassembly 425' includes a pairi ofv transversely - 
spaced longitudinally extending mounting plates 480, the 
one. end ofs'aid plates‘ being welded to the upper end of - 

__the upright'bracket' 431 which is mounted on the center » 
' portion of the 'cross-bra'ce’35r ‘The opposite‘ends of the 
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mounting plates 486 are welded to the ‘bracket 482which ‘1 
in turn :is 'bolt'edtojthe upper endofthevertical plater375. 

_ Located. intermediate the platesv 4st) in depending rela- . 
» _, tlonship thereto, are a pair or longitudinally spaced. paral-' 

lel linkages'484 .a'nd435.‘ ‘ Each of-t'he linkages 4841and 
485 at its'upper end is mounted on a transverse shaft'486, Y 
theitr'ansver'se shafts" attheir respective outer ends being 
journalled for‘rotation in the plates‘148dr The lower end . 
portion of eachyofthe linkages is pivotally mounted on 
thejresp‘ectiye transverse s'haft"488,jthere beingia vpair of 

‘ lugs‘ 439; r'nountedi‘o‘n eac'h'end. portion of each shaft 488. I 
to depend therefrom. A longitudinally extending'hori- . 
zontal "plate 490m‘, eachie'nd' is‘located between a pair 
of logs 439k and is weldedi'to. said lugs.v To. each end 
portion; of the horizontal plate there is bolted a short 
transverse plate 491,‘: there being provided spacers‘ 492 
on the 'bol‘t's‘4‘93‘for vertically spacing the, plate 491 ‘from; 
the platexw?-a, ' 1 ‘ . r . 

Thegwebjportion of the-longitudinally extending U 
shaped channel‘ beam 495 is welded‘to thelongitudinally 
extending ‘bar 49,4,toi'depend therefrom, the end'portions 
of-the bar. 49,4 being welded/to the adjacentsplate '491 to 
depend therefrom. ' I V ' ' a ' 

The depending legs of the beam 425' are located inter 




























